# Identify Equal Parts of a Shape

Circle the correct answer for each question.

**Which shape is divided into halves?**
- ![Halves](image1)
- ![Halves](image2)
- ![Halves](image3)

**Which shape is divided into fourths?**
- ![Fourth](image4)
- ![Fourth](image5)
- ![Fourth](image6)

**Which shape is divided into thirds?**
- ![Thirds](image7)
- ![Thirds](image8)
- ![Thirds](image9)

**Which shape is divided into eighths?**
- ![Eighths](image10)
- ![Eighths](image11)
- ![Eighths](image12)

**Which shape is divided into equal halves?**
- ![Equal Halves](image13)
- ![Equal Halves](image14)
- ![Equal Halves](image15)

**Which shape is divided into equal thirds?**
- ![Equal Thirds](image16)
- ![Equal Thirds](image17)
- ![Equal Thirds](image18)

**Which shape is divided into equal fourths?**
- ![Equal Fourth](image19)
- ![Equal Fourth](image20)
- ![Equal Fourth](image21)

**Which shape is divided into equal eighths?**
- ![Equal Eighths](image22)
- ![Equal Eighths](image23)
- ![Equal Eighths](image24)